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 Measuring Instructions
Single Fold Shutter for “Flat Door” or “flush vision panel”

A “Flat Door” is what we call a door that has no raised molding surrounding the glass (the molding is flush 
with the door surface). There is a molding that holds the glass in a door in place but sometimes that molding 

is completely recessed or flush with the door surface. That’s what we call a “Flat Door”.

#1.  Measure width of glass #2.  Add about 3 inches to glass width if possible #3.  Measure length of glass

#4.  Add 2” to 3” inches to length of the glass 

Measure glass width. 

Add about two and three inches for your shutter width if possible.  Be sure to 
overlap the window WIDTH enough for the steel plates that come with the 

shutter to be mounted onto a flat area. 

Measure length of the glass from 
top to bottom.

Add 2” to 3” to the length of the glass for shutter size if possible. 
EXAMPLE: 24” glass length should have 26” to 27” shutter length.

1” to 2” 
overlap
 working side

½” to 1” for
 Install side
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